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 Now use SPLINTERS to shoot Ice Spikes. Again, use AXE to remove ice spikes (remove ice spikes and use AXE). Use AXE
and MAP to break through the ice. That's it. There's a chest with 10 coins and a potion of SMITE that can be used at ANY time.
Now I want to go back through the dungeon to examine this spot. This is where I want to put the lava. I have to drill a hole and

break through some rock. How hard is this? Throw a chisel and hammer at it and it should break. Use AXE to remove the
debris. There is a chest with 20 coins, a potion of SMITE and a health potion that can be used at ANY time. Do a downward

slope with LIFT to get some gold. Drag the body to another spot and put lava. This is the end of the dungeon. Return to the start.
Return to the bank with coins to max out bank. **** TIPS **** -Don't bother with the owl. -Don't get yourself killed. -Use

SLICE instead of AXE and CHISEL. -Use SMITE potions. -Save all your work. -If you have trouble with the traps, press up on
the controller. -If you get stuck on the first wall, press left or right. -If you get stuck on the second wall, press left or right. -If

you get stuck on the third wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the fourth wall, press left or right. -If you get stuck on the
fifth wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the sixth wall, press left or right. -If you get stuck on the seventh wall, press up
or down. -If you get stuck on the eighth wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the ninth wall, press up or down. -If you get

stuck on the tenth wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the eleventh wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the
twelfth wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the thirteenth wall, press up or down. -If you get stuck on the fourteenth

wall, press 82157476af
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